Specifications

Manage
Address
Lists

DA80F

DA95F

Color Capability

Black & Spot Color

Black & Spot Color

Print Heads

3 (1X3)

6 (2X3)

Print Technology

51645A

51645A

Print Architecture

Fixed

Fixed

Print Head Width

1/2"

1/2"

Head Maintenance

No

No

Max Resolution

600

600

Max Throughput (#10s/hr)

22,000

30,000

Max Monthly Volume

240,000

1,000,000

Max Print Area

1.5"x15.5"

3"x15.5"

Max Media Size

14"x15.5"

13"x15.5"

Min Media Size

3"x 5"

3"x 5"

Media Thickness

1/4"

1/2"

Communication Ports

Ethernet & USB

Ethernet & USB

Print Deck Architecture

Open

Closed

Address Buffer

99

99

Programmable Jobs

8

8

TTF/Downloadable Fonts

Yes

Yes

Internal Fonts

12

12

Envelope Capacity (#10s)

450

750

Optional Stacker

Yes

Yes

Bulk Ink

No

Yes

Size

18x17x18" (483x457x330mm)

27x24x15" (686x610x381mm)

Chassis

Metal

Metal

Weight

50 lbs (22.68Kg)

125 lbs (56.7Kg)
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Your Mailings
Just Got Faster
and Easier!
We know that businesses like yours require solutions
that are easy to implement yet flexible enough to adapt
to your operational workflow changes. The Pitney Bowes
DA80F/DA95F printers can answer that call. By improving
efficiency and the speed at which you get your mailings out
the door, you can drive your profitability with less hassle
than ever before, allowing you to take on all of your
mailings with ease and confidence.

Advanced Technology for
Faster Processing

Increase Profits While Maximizing
Postal Discounts

The DA80F and DA95F fixed-head printers offer
high-speed network connectivity through USB and
Ethernet ports, while the control panel software
supports printing from any Windows 2000/XP and
Vista applications.

Clean, correct addresses are the key to successful, cost-efficient
mailings. Combining a DA80F or DA95F fixed head printer with
our AddressRight® Pro mail management software can further
boost productivity by helping you optimize your mailing lists,
eliminate duplicates and prepare your mailings for automated
presort discounts. Increase your ROI with AddressRight® Pro’s
adds on features for mixed weight mail processing, package
services including media, library and bound printed matter,
and palletization pre-sorts for even greater savings.

>

Paper Exit Sensor detects misfeeds through the
print transport module improving media accuracy

>

Simple Side Guide Adjustment offers a durable
slide mechanism for easy handling of various media

>

Increased Uptime – printers can be controlled
from their host PC. Without being “married” to
the machine, an operator can perform remote
diagnostics and “multitask” while producing a
mail run

>

With advanced features and cutting edge technology, the
high-speed DA80F and throughput leader DA95F fixed
head printers:

> Are a breeze to set up and easy to use
> Offer the speed you need while delivering optimum

>

performance and durability.
Specialized features of the printer can help dramatically
improve print quality:

> Precision controlled media path helps reduce jams,
increasing uptime

> Additional sets of control rollers help the mailpiece

>

Optional Integrated Conveyor Stacker and HighOutput Ink Dryer pauses when an error is detected,
or if the printer runs out of material or when
the stacker is full – giving you time to resolve a
problem and get production up and running again
to complete the job
Optical “Stacker Full” Sensor alerts the operator
to remove completed mail pieces in a timely, efficient
manner increasing uptime and productivity
Light Mode Printing offers the option to use less ink
and still produce USPS®-compliant barcodes. The
printers are also ideal for use with coated stock.
Savings can be recognized in lower cartridge use,
while waste reduction helps your organization
“go green.”

Incorporating a complete Pitney Bowes addressing solution
into your organization can:

>

Increase revenue by allowing your organization to take on
additional jobs or clients

>

Improve customer service by meeting or surpassing your
customer’s SLA’s

>

Enhance productivity by increasing speed and uptime.

Smooth Operators
With the high-speed DA80F running at speeds up to 22K perhour and the leader DA95F running up to 30K per-hour, your
production capabilities can surpass your current throughput.
Save money on postage and take on more projects. Meet your
SLA’s and accept your
customers’ rush requests with
confidence. With the DA80F or
DA95F solution in your arsenal,
there’s no reason to change
over to larger equipment for a
quick turn or unexpected job.

Simplified, easy-to-adjust
feed ramp
Integrate exciting messages
& graphics using Envelope
Designer Plus
Improved print head
position indicators
allows for more
accurate placement

travel through the system without delay

Integrated dryer helps
prevent ink smearing

> Precise print head position indicators ensure your
text and graphics appear exactly where you want them

Your Envelope Is Your Messenger

Full sensor optical stacker
for more reliable full
stacker detection

Utilizing the printers extensive graphic capabilities, you can
turn your envelopes into a powerful vehicle that gets noticed
in the crowd. Spot color helps you grab the attention of
recipients, increasing the probability that mail will be opened.
You can also add specialized,
direct-to-envelope messaging
using true type fonts and
graphics supported by the
Windows compatible driver.

Accepts mail pieces
up to 1/2” thick

Keeps mail pieces
in line with two
additional sets of
control rollers

Your Mailings
Just Got Faster
and Easier!
We know that businesses like yours require solutions
that are easy to implement yet flexible enough to adapt
to your operational workflow changes. The Pitney Bowes
DA80F/DA95F printers can answer that call. By improving
efficiency and the speed at which you get your mailings out
the door, you can drive your profitability with less hassle
than ever before, allowing you to take on all of your
mailings with ease and confidence.

Advanced Technology for
Faster Processing

Increase Profits While Maximizing
Postal Discounts

The DA80F and DA95F fixed-head printers offer
high-speed network connectivity through USB and
Ethernet ports, while the control panel software
supports printing from any Windows 2000/XP and
Vista applications.

Clean, correct addresses are the key to successful, cost-efficient
mailings. Combining a DA80F or DA95F fixed head printer with
our AddressRight® Pro mail management software can further
boost productivity by helping you optimize your mailing lists,
eliminate duplicates and prepare your mailings for automated
presort discounts. Increase your ROI with AddressRight® Pro’s
adds on features for mixed weight mail processing, package
services including media, library and bound printed matter,
and palletization pre-sorts for even greater savings.

>

Paper Exit Sensor detects misfeeds through the
print transport module improving media accuracy

>

Simple Side Guide Adjustment offers a durable
slide mechanism for easy handling of various media

>

Increased Uptime – printers can be controlled
from their host PC. Without being “married” to
the machine, an operator can perform remote
diagnostics and “multitask” while producing a
mail run

>

With advanced features and cutting edge technology, the
high-speed DA80F and throughput leader DA95F fixed
head printers:

> Are a breeze to set up and easy to use
> Offer the speed you need while delivering optimum

>

performance and durability.
Specialized features of the printer can help dramatically
improve print quality:

> Precision controlled media path helps reduce jams,
increasing uptime

> Additional sets of control rollers help the mailpiece

>

Optional Integrated Conveyor Stacker and HighOutput Ink Dryer pauses when an error is detected,
or if the printer runs out of material or when
the stacker is full – giving you time to resolve a
problem and get production up and running again
to complete the job
Optical “Stacker Full” Sensor alerts the operator
to remove completed mail pieces in a timely, efficient
manner increasing uptime and productivity
Light Mode Printing offers the option to use less ink
and still produce USPS®-compliant barcodes. The
printers are also ideal for use with coated stock.
Savings can be recognized in lower cartridge use,
while waste reduction helps your organization
“go green.”

Incorporating a complete Pitney Bowes addressing solution
into your organization can:

>

Increase revenue by allowing your organization to take on
additional jobs or clients

>

Improve customer service by meeting or surpassing your
customer’s SLA’s

>

Enhance productivity by increasing speed and uptime.

Smooth Operators
With the high-speed DA80F running at speeds up to 22K perhour and the leader DA95F running up to 30K per-hour, your
production capabilities can surpass your current throughput.
Save money on postage and take on more projects. Meet your
SLA’s and accept your
customers’ rush requests with
confidence. With the DA80F or
DA95F solution in your arsenal,
there’s no reason to change
over to larger equipment for a
quick turn or unexpected job.

Simplified, easy-to-adjust
feed ramp
Integrate exciting messages
& graphics using Envelope
Designer Plus
Improved print head
position indicators
allows for more
accurate placement

travel through the system without delay

Integrated dryer helps
prevent ink smearing

> Precise print head position indicators ensure your
text and graphics appear exactly where you want them

Your Envelope Is Your Messenger

Full sensor optical stacker
for more reliable full
stacker detection

Utilizing the printers extensive graphic capabilities, you can
turn your envelopes into a powerful vehicle that gets noticed
in the crowd. Spot color helps you grab the attention of
recipients, increasing the probability that mail will be opened.
You can also add specialized,
direct-to-envelope messaging
using true type fonts and
graphics supported by the
Windows compatible driver.

Accepts mail pieces
up to 1/2” thick

Keeps mail pieces
in line with two
additional sets of
control rollers
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Addressing System

DA80F and DA95F High Speed Printers
with AddressRight ® Pro Mail Management Software

27x24x15" (686x610x381mm)
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